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Abstract
Standard election models robustly predict that candidates should adopt
moderate policies, especially if they value winning o¢ ce, and that this is good
for voter welfare. Empirical polarization is therefore both inexplicable and
troubling. This paper shows that if voter di¤erences re‡ect beliefs about an
underlying truth variable, rather than idiosyncratic preferences, then polarization is the robust equilibrium prediction, even when the value of winning is
high, as both sides claim superiority. Moderation can then be undesirable, as
a spatial form of pandering to popular opinion, though the greater danger is
over-extremism, which can result from overcon…dence.
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Introduction

The central economic model for analyzing electoral politics is the private-value
spatial model pioneered by Hotelling (1929) and Downs (1957). In that model, each
voter is characterized by a one-dimensional preference parameter, ranging from the
liberal left to the conservative right, that designates his favorite policy.1 To attract
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votes, candidates adopt moderate equilibrium policy positions. This is good for social welfare, because compromising between the left and right minimizes the average
distance from voters’ideal policies, and thus the total disutility voters must endure
from policies that they most despise. Empirically, however, it is counterfactual. For
example, statistical studies of political behavior in the U.S. House, Senate, presidency,
and state legislatures repeatedly …nd Democrats and Republicans to be clearly distinct from one another, and more extreme on average than voters.2 Estimates by
Poole and Rosenthal (1984) and Bafumi and Herron (2010) are especially extreme,
with politicians resembling the most liberal and conservative voters in the electorate.
This seems to be voters’perception, as well: in the eleven U.S. presidential elections
between 1972 and 2012, for example, ninety percent of participants in the American
National Election Studies (ANES) rated both major candidates as weakly farther
from the center of a standard seven-point ideological scale than they rated themselves, while only eleven percent rated both candidates as weakly more moderate
than themselves.3 Numerous studies have tried to explain polarization theoretically,
but as Section 2 explains, the most widely cited theories are problematic; especially
when candidates value holding o¢ ce, the convergence prediction has proven so robust that Roemer (2004) refers to the “tyranny of the median voter theorem”. From
the perspective of this literature, therefore, polarization remains both puzzling and
troubling, re‡ecting some inexplicable political failure.
This paper takes a new look at candidate polarization, utilizing a common-value
paradigm that has been largely overlooked by modern theory, but was introduced over
two centuries ago by Condorcet (1785). In this model, voters view political decisions
as if through the eyes of social planners, and thus share a common interest in doing
whatever is truly best for society. Because information is imperfect, however, they
disagree what the optimal policy is. The true optimum is modeled as an unknown
random variable, and private opinions are modeled as signals, each correlated with the
truth. The foundation for democracy in that setting is Condorcet’s (1785) “jury”
theorem, which Krishna and Morgan (2011) refer to as “the …rst welfare theorem
of political economy”: by the law of large numbers, collective opinion can reliably
2

For example, see Poole and Rosenthal (1984), McCarty and Poole (1995), Ansolabehere, Snyder,
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identify whichever of two policies is truly superior, even when individual opinions are
highly unreliable. Condorcet’s original model features only a binary choice, but in
McMurray (2016a) I extend this to a spatial environment where the optimal policy
may lie anywhere in a continuum. As that paper explains, focusing on voter beliefs
rather than preferences can explain various empirical behaviors that are puzzling
from a private-value perspective.4 The model below extends the analysis further by
introducing two candidates who compete for o¢ ce by choosing policy platforms that
they commit to implement if elected, as in standard spatial literature.
Like the private-value literature, the analysis below considers several possible speci…cations of candidate motivations. In contrast with that literature, however, the
robust result is that candidates polarize in equilibrium, adopting positions far left
and far right of center. This can happen, for example, if candidates desire to do
what is truly optimal for society, but hold opposite beliefs regarding what that is:
relying on the jury theorem, each candidate then expects voters to discover the truth,
and join her side. Even if candidates are ex ante identical, opposite beliefs can arise
endogenously in equilibrium, because of a strategic calculus for candidates akin to
the well-known “pivotal” calculus of voters: a candidate’s platform will only matter
if she receives a majority of votes, which is most likely to happen when truth is on
her side. Candidates whose policy preferences do not depend at all on the state of
the world may polarize as well, because voter opinions are correlated in a way that
limits the bene…t of moderation.
If candidates are su¢ ciently o¢ ce motivated then a median opinion theorem
emerges, predicting that candidates converge to the center as in standard models.
However, the welfare implication of this behavior is rather opposite that of the privatevalue case: rather than a welfare-enhancing compromise between competing extremes,
convergence here can re‡ect a compromise of truth in pursuit of popularity— like the
pandering results of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001) and Maskin and Tirole
(2004), but with a geometry that explains why, empirically, moderate candidates are
often shunned. In some cases, compromise can even produce policies that are known
4

For example, information considerations can explain why voter preferences update over time,
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easily understood in a common-value framework, as well.
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ex ante not to be optimal, such as a moderate-sized economic stimulus policy, when
the optimal level of stimulus is either very large or very small.
In large elections, the logic of the jury theorem alleviates the need for candidates
to pander to voters. As long as candidates place some utility weight on the policy
outcome, therefore, they may be highly polarized, in spite of strong o¢ ce motivation. In fact, depending on the speci…cation, they may be just as polarized in large
elections as they are when they care only about the policy outcome, and do not value
winning at all. In a common-value environment, therefore, polarization emerges as
the robust equilibrium prediction. That candidates resist the urge to pander can
be good for welfare, but if candidates are overcon…dent in their policy beliefs, or
have more extreme preferences than voters, then they will over-polarize. The welfare
consequences of over-polarization are especially severe when there is aggregate uncertainty about the underlying state variable, meaning that voters possess incomplete
information, even collectively.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins by comparing this paper to the extensive literatures on electoral convergence and imperfect
information. Section 3 formally introduces the model, and Sections 4 and 5 analyze equilibrium incentives for voters and candidates, respectively. Section 6 then
discusses social welfare, and Section 7 concludes.

2
2.1

Literature
Electoral Convergence

Hotelling (1929) and Downs (1957) show that if voting is deterministic then candidates who seek only to win o¢ ce should adopt identical platforms at the ideal point
of the median voter. Calvert (1985) and Wittman (1977) show that policy motivated
candidates should do the same, essentially because choosing policy requires winning
…rst. Pundits often attribute polarization to the undue in‡uence of extremists within
either party, whether because moderate voters opt not to participate or because primary electorates are skewed relative to the general electorate, but either of these is
problematic because party extremists themselves should favor candidate moderation,
to avoid sacri…cing the election to the opposing side.5
5
Davis, Hinich, and Ordeshook (1970) show that the median voter theorem is robust whether
voter abstention is allowed or not. Hirano, Snyder, Ansolabehere, and Hansen (2010) and McGhee
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Wittman (1983, 1990), Hansson and Stuart (1984), Calvert (1985), Londregan and
Romer (1993), and Roemer (1994) show that candidates do not converge when they
are policy motivated and uncertain how citizens will vote, so subsequent literature has
often attributed polarization to this combination of ingredients. However, Calvert
(1985), Roemer (1994), and Banks and Duggan (2005) show that small levels of
uncertainty should only produce a small degree of polarization: straying too far from
the expected position of the median voter still surrenders policy control (with high
probability) to one’s opponent.6 Given the prevalence of public opinion polls, it
seems unlikely that uncertainty should be so severe that candidates expect the median
voter to be extremely liberal or extremely conservative. Moreover, if candidates are
o¢ ce- or vote-motivated then they should converge in spite of electoral uncertainty,
as Hinich (1977, 1978), Coughlin and Nitzan (1981), Calvert (1985), Lindbeck and
Weibull (1987), Enelow and Hinich (1989), Duggan (2000, 2006), and Banks and
Duggan (2005) variously show.
Alesina (1988) attributes political extremism to the lack of credibility of campaign
promises: once elected, a candidate can be as extreme as she wishes. As that paper
shows, however, this logic is only valid to the extent that candidates or parties do
not value reelection, as otherwise they should seek to establish moderate reputations.
Even when reelection incentives are absent, candidates who are known to intrinsically
prefer moderate policies should enjoy an electoral advantage over extremists, by the
standard reasoning. A lack of credibility can also generate equilibria with polarized
candidates in the entry models of Osborne and Slivinski (1996) and Besley and Coate
(1997). However, such equilibria require near-ties (Eguia, 2007), which often do
not occur empirically, and equilibria with little or no polarization also exist in these
models, and are equally plausible.7 In any case, if a lack of credibility explains why
candidates who pretended to be moderate turn out not to be, it o¤ers no explanation
for candidates who openly advocate opposite extremes.
The above seem to be the most widely cited explanations for political polarization, but alternative theories abound, including minor party in‡uence (Palfrey 1984,
et al. (2014) show empirically that polarization is not a¤ected by the structure of state primary
elections.
6
A similar observation applies to the analysis of Coleman (1971), who shows that uncertainty
regarding the general election makes voters in primary elections more willing to nominate extremists.
7
The same is true of the multiple-candidate positioning game studied by Myerson and Weber
(1993) where, in equilibrium, strategic voters ignore all but two candidates, who may have any
policy positions, polarized or not.
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Castanheira 2003, Callander and Wilson 2007, Brusco and Roy 2011); asymmetric
ability, charisma, incumbency status, or media exposure (Bernhardt and Ingberman,
1985, Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2000, Groseclose, 2001, Aragones and Palfrey, 2002,
Gul and Pesendorfer, 2009, Soubeyran, 2009, Krasa and Polborn, 2010, 2012, and
Matµejka and Tabellini, 2015); informational asymmetries (Glaeser, Ponzetto, and
Shapiro, 2005, Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani, 2007, and Asako, 2014); e¤orts to
signal hidden types (Kartik and McAfee, 2007, Callander and Wilkie, 2007, Callander, 2008, and Kartik, Squintani, and Tinn, 2012); interactions across jurisdictions or
between branches of government (Ortuño-Ortín, 1997, Alesina and Rosenthal, 2000,
Eyster and Kittsteiner, 2007, Krasa and Polborn, 2015, and Polborn and Snyder,
2016); non-policy competition (Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2009, and Van
Weelden, 2013); and convex voter utility (Kamada and Kojima, 2014). Each of these
theories, of course, has strengths and weaknesses; by comparison, the explanation
below is notable for its simplicity: if truth is on her side, a candidate need not move
to the center because voters will instead come to her. In particular, this explanation does not require special electoral circumstances such as multiple elections, an
incumbent, or third-party pressure.

2.2

Imperfect Information

Existing extensions of Condorcet’s (1785) model focus on electoral e¢ ciency with
correlated signals or other informational impediments (Ladha, 1992, 1993, Mandler,
2012, Dietrich and Spiekermann, 2013, and Pivato, 2016), alternative voting rules
(Young, 1995, Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1998, List and Goodin, 2001, and Ahn
and Oliveros, 2016), and deviations from common value (Feddersen and Pesendorfer, 1997, 1999, Kim and Fey, 2007, Krishna and Morgan, 2011, and Bhattacharya,
2013), as well as on strategic incentives to vote insincerely (Austen-Smith and Banks,
1996, and Acharya and Meirowitz, 2016) and abstain from voting (Feddersen and
Pesendorfer, 1996, Krishna and Morgan, 2012, and McMurray, 2013). For the most
part, this work retains Condorcet’s binary structure or extends to a small number
of alternatives and truth states. Many authors also explicitly restrict the scope of
their analysis to committees or juries, agreeing with Black (1987, p. 163) that common values are “clearly inapplicable” to public elections. Most importantly, these
models focus only on voting behavior, treating candidates’characteristics and policy
positions as exogenous. The same is true of McMurray (2016a), where I introduce
6

a truly spatial model of common-value elections, but specify candidates’policy positions exogenously. The model below is identical to that, except that candidates’
policy positions are derived endogenously, for various assumptions about preferences
and beliefs.
There are several existing information models in which candidates play active
roles. Models of binary choice include those of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts
(2001) and Maskin and Tirole (2004), which feature a single incumbent politician,
and Heidhues and Lagerlof (2003), Laslier and Van der Straeten (2004), and Gratton
(2014), which feature two candidates competing for o¢ ce. More traditional spatial
models include those of Schultz (1996), Martinelli (2001), Loertscher (2012), and
Kartik, Squintani, and Tinn (2013), who all model voters preferences as idiosyncratic,
but shifted in tandem according to a common shock. Pandering arises in the models
of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001), Maskin and Tirole (2004), and Loertscher
(2012), as candidates implement policies that they believe to be inferior but popular.
Candidates in Laslier and Van der Straeten (2004) and Gratton (2014) instead reveal
their information truthfully, expecting voters to receive signals of their own. In
Kartik, Squintani, and Tinn (2013) candidates anti-pander by deviating even further
from voters’priors than their private information warrants, so as to appear con…dent
and well-informed. In all of this literature, however, the focus is on whether or not
candidates’ policy choices reveal their private information to voters. In contrast,
the model below focuses on aggregating voter information. This seems appropriate
in that voters do not seem to rely heavily on inferences about candidates’ private
information.8
There are two existing models in which voter information in‡uences candidate
behavior.9 In a binary setting, Harrington (1993) shows that an overcon…dent incumbent politician may choose the ex-ante unpopular policy, con…dent that voters
will discover its merit and reelect her. Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009a)
consider an electorate with idiosyncratic policy preferences that shift in tandem with
a truth variable that is realized after candidate positions are chosen but before voting
takes place, leading policy-motivated candidates to deviate from the median voter’s
8

Presumably, a candidate also knows more than a typical voter knows, but much less than the
electorate knows collectively.
9
In addition to the election models listed here, Razin (2003) and McMurray (2016b) consider
common-value models in which candidates adjust their policy positions after voting takes place, so
that voting takes on a signaling role.
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ideal point.10 In both papers, deviations from the median voter’s preferences or prior
beliefs are smaller if candidates are o¢ ce motivated. The analysis below includes
similar results for overcon…dent and policy- and o¢ ce-motivated candidates, but includes two active candidates with a wider variety of motives, allows a continuum
of policies and truth states, and treats large electorates. These generalizations are
important as they highlight the extent of polarization, and how o¢ ce motivation can
be unimportant in large elections.

3

The Model

The information structure and voting behavior in this paper are identical to those
modeled in McMurray (2016a). To begin, there are N citizens in an electorate,
where, as in Myerson (1998), N is drawn at the beginning of the game from a Poisson
distribution with mean n. There is an interval X = [ 1; 1] of policy alternatives,
and the electorate must implement one of these, which will then provide a common
utility to each citizen. The policy z provides the greatest utility possible, but its
location is unknown; at the beginning of the game, nature draws z from the domain
Z X . If the state of the world is z but policy x is implemented then each citizen
receives the following utility,
u (x; z) =

(x

z)2

(1)

which declines quadratically with the distance between x and z. This speci…cation
is convenient because expected utility is then similarly quadratic in the policy choice.
In particular, this means that preferences are single-peaked, as in standard spatial
voting models, and that the optimal policy choice is simply the expectation of z,
conditional on any available information. The concavity of (1) also implies that
voters are risk averse.
There are two important speci…cations of this model. The simpler of the two
assumes binary truth, as in Condorcet’s (1785) original model.
That is, Z =
f 1; 1g, meaning that the optimal policy lies at one of the two ends of the policy space. One application where this seems appropriate is macroeconomic policy:
depending on whether Keynesian or more classical economic theory is closer to the
10
With a similar source of divergence, Levy and Razin (2015) show that voter overcon…dence may
increase or decrease polarization.
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truth, the ideal size of an economic stimulus policy is either quite large or quite
small. A moderate-sized stimulus is also feasible— and could be desirable for avoiding
catastrophic mistakes— but is known ex ante not to be optimal, per se. More broadly,
Harrington (1993) proposes binary truth to describe voters’ deepest worldviews: if
governments are either generally e¤ective or generally ine¤ective at improving on
market outcomes, for example, then the optimal policy may be either “extensive or
minimal government intervention in the economy”. Moderate interventions may not
ultimately be optimal, but hedge against error until one worldview emerges as clearly
superior. For most applications, moderate policies cannot be ruled out as optimal,
so it is more appropriate to assume continuous truth. In that case, let Z = [ 1; 1],
meaning that any feasible policy might also be optimal.11
Whether truth is binary or continuous, let z be distributed uniformly on Z. The
function
(
1
if z 2 Z
2
(2)
f (z) =
0
otherwise
doubles conveniently as a density function for the case of continuous truth, and as a
mass function for the case of binary truth.
An individual’s hunch regarding the location of the optimal policy can be modeled
as a private signal si drawn from the same domain S = Z as the true optimum. The
con…dence that a voter places on his own hunch depends on his level of expertise on
the policy question at hand.12 Let qi denote the quality of a citizen’s signal, drawn
independently for each citizen (and independently from z) from the domain Q = [0; 1],
according to some common distribution G, which for simplicity is di¤erentiable and
has a strictly positive density g. Conditional on qi = q, the distribution of si = s in
state z is then given by the following,
h (sjq; z) =

1
(1 + qsz)
2

11

(3)

In McMurray (2016a) I show that a continuous z is also appropriate when truth is binary
but there is aggregate uncertainty. As Section 6 discusses below, this possibility has important
consequences for the interpretation of welfare results.
12
“Expertise”, “con…dence”, and “information quality”are treated as synonymous here, and could
derive from policy-relevant technical training, or simply from time spent thinking deeply about
political issues. That voters might over- or under-estimate their own competency is an important
possibility for future work to explore, but as Sunstein (2002) writes, “it is sensible to say that as
a statistical matter, though not an invariable truth, people who are con…dent are more likely to be
right”.
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which, like (2), doubles conveniently as a density if truth is continuous and as a
mass function if truth is binary. For binary truth, qi corresponds to the correlation
coe¢ cient between si and z; a citizen with qi = 1, for example, observes z perfectly.
With continuous truth, the correlation between si and z is only 13 qi , so even the
highest quality signals include substantial noise, but with either speci…cation si is
uniform on S and its precision increases with qi . The lowest quality signal reveals
nothing: if qi = 0 then si and z are independent.
By Bayes’rule, a citizen’s posterior belief about the optimal policy inherits the
linearity of (2) and (3),
f (zjq; s) = R

1
h (sjq; z) g (q) f (z)
= (1 + qsz)
2
h (sjq; z) g (q) f (z) dz
Z

1
(1 + z) = f (zj )
2

(4)

and depends on qi and si only through the product i = qi si .13 Once again, (4) can
be interpreted either as a density or a mass function (where integration in the latter
case should be interpreted as a discrete summation over Z). Summing or integrating
over Z, a citizen’s expectation of the optimal policy is then simply proportional to i ,
which can therefore be interpreted as a citizen’s ideology.14 The sign and magnitude
of ideology depend on the sign and magnitude of si , and the magnitude also depends
on a citizen’s expertise qi . Speci…cally, a citizen who lacks con…dence in his opinions
remains ideologically moderate, even if si is quite extreme. In McMurray (2016a) I
show that this is true empirically, and also point out how this so naturally produces
a spectrum of opinions: even if truth is binary, voter beliefs range continuously from
fully embracing one side, to merely leaning in one direction or the other, to fully
embracing the opposite side.
Citizens do not vote for policies directly. Instead, there are two candidates, A
and B, who propose policy platforms xA ; xB 2 X that they commit to implement if
elected.15 Observing these platforms, citizens then vote for either candidate.16 A
strategy v : Q S ! fA; Bg in the voting subgame speci…es a candidate choice
j 2 fA; Bg for every realization (q; s) 2 Q S of private information. Let V denote
the set of such strategies. Votes are cast simultaneously, and a winning candidate
13

Formulated this way, i are a¢ liated with z in the sense of Milgrom and Weber (1982).
For binary truth, E (zjqi ; si ) = i ; for continuous truth, E (zjqi ; si ) = 31 i .
15
This extends McMurray (2016a), where candidate positions are speci…ed exogenously. McMurray (2016b) extends further by relaxing the commitment assumption.
16
For simplicity, abstention is not allowed here, but is treated in McMurray (2016a).
14
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w 2 fA; Bg is determined by majority rule, breaking a tie if necessary by a coin toss.
The policy outcome is then the winning candidate’s policy platform xw . For a voter,
therefore, expected utility for a given pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate platforms must
average not only across the possible locations of the optimal policy, but also across
the identity of the election winner, conditional on that optimum.
E [u (x; z)] =

Z " X
Z

#

u (xw ; z) Pr (wjz) f (z) dz

w=A;B

(5)

Implicitly, (5) depends (through Pr (wjz)) on the strategies used by every voter. If his
peers all vote according to the strategy v 2 V, a citizen’s best response is the strategy
v br 2 V that maximizes (5) for every realization (q; s) 2 Q S of private information.
A (symmetric) Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) in the voting subgame is a strategy
v that is its own best response.17 Equilibrium voting behavior is analyzed in Section
4, taking a pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate platforms as given.
Section 5 analyzes candidate behavior under alternative assumptions regarding
candidates’ motivations and beliefs. One possibility is that, like ordinary citizens,
candidates prefer policies as close as possible to whatever is truly optimal. This
case is labeled below as truth motivation. Alternatively, it may be that candidates
prefer seci…c policies, say x^A and x^B , regardless of the true state of the world. This
case is labeled policy motivation. In the case of truth motivation, a candidate’s
optimal behavior will depend on her beliefs about z. The most natural assumption
is that she receives a private signal of her own, but it also seems plausible that she
might be overcon…dent in her information. The analysis below formalizes notions
of Bayesian and overcon…dent candidates that approximate these cases, but also
considerably simplify the analysis.18 All types of candidates may also be o¢ ce
motivated, meaning that, regardless of the policy outcome, they perceive a bene…t
0 from winning o¢ ce. If the magnitude of is su¢ ciently large, a candidate is
willing to make any policy concessions necessary in order to win. For any of these
versions of the model, let denote the set of complete voting strategies : X 2 ! V,
17

In games of Poisson population uncertainty, equilibrium symmetry is inevitable because the
distribution of opponent behavior is the same for any two individuals within the game (unlike a
game between a …nite number of players), implying that a best response for one citizen is a best
response for all.
18
In particular, these speci…cations alleviate the need for voters to infer candidates’private information, as in the candidate revelation models listed in Section 2.
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which specify subgame behavior for every possible pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate
platforms. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) is a triple (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
such that (xA ; xB ) constitutes a BNE in the voting subgame associated with every
platform pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 , and candidates’platform choices xA and xB maximize
the appropriate objectives (given available information), taking the opposing platform
and the voting strategy
as given. Given the symmetry of the model, it is natural
to focus further on equilibria that are platform-symmetric, meaning that xA = xB .

4
4.1

Voting
Equilibrium Voting

In the subgame associated with a particular pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate
platforms (where, without loss of generality, xA xB ), the analysis of voting behavior
in McMurray (2016a) directly applies. This section therefore merely reiterates the
notation and results of that paper for subsequent use, and then extends the analysis
to large elections. First, if citizens follow the voting strategy v 2 V then, in state
z 2 Z, each votes for candidate j 2 fA; Bg with the following probability,
(jjz) =

Z Z
Q

1v(q;s)=j h (sjq; z) g (q) dsdq

(6)

S

where the indicator function 1v(q;s)=j equals one if v (q; s) = j and zero otherwise. As
Myerson (1998) explains, (jjz) can also be interpreted as the expected vote share of
candidate j in state z, and the numbers NA and NB of A and B votes are independent
Poisson random variables with means n (Ajz) and n (Bjz), respectively. The joint
distribution of exactly a votes for candidate A and b votes for candidate B is therefore
as follows.
e n (Ajz) n (Bjz)
[n (Ajz)]a [n (Bjz)]b
(7)
(a; bjz) =
a!b!
By the environmental equivalence property of Poisson games (Myerson 1998), a voter
within the game reinterprets (7) as the distribution of votes cast by his peers; by
voting himself, he can add one to either candidate’s total. His own vote will be
pivotal in the election (event P) if the candidates otherwise tie or one candidate
trails by exactly one vote (and would win the tie-breaking coin toss); in terms of (7),
this occurs with the following probability.
12

1
1
Pr (NA = NB + 1jz) + Pr (NB = NA + 1jz)
2
2
1
1
(k; kjz) +
(k; k + 1jz) +
(k + 1; kjz)
(8)
2
2

Pr (Pjz) = Pr (NA = NB jz) +
=

1
X
k=0

Since citizens seek to make the policy outcome as close as possible to z, and since
those with more conservative ideologies believe z to be further to the right, whenever
one citizen …nds it optimal to vote for candidate B, more conservative citizens prefer
to vote B as well. The implication of this is that, as Lemma 1 of McMurray (2016a)
states, the best response to any subgame voting strategy v is ideological, meaning
that there is an ideology threshold 2 X such that citizens with ideology left of
vote A and those with ideology right of vote B. Speci…cally, the ideology threshold
that characterizes the unique best response to any voting strategy is given by the
following19
br

=

x
E

x E (zjP)
E (zjP)
=
xE (zjP)
V (zjP) + E (zjP)2 xE (zjP)

(z 2 jP)

(9)

B
This expression depends on the midpoint x = xA +x
between the two candidates’
2
platforms and on a citizen’s expectation
R
z Pr (Pjz) f (z) dz
E (zjP) = RZ
(10)
Pr (Pjz) f (z) dz
Z

of the optimal policy, conditional on the event of a pivotal vote. When he casts his
vote, of course, a citizen does not know whether his vote will be pivotal or not, but
as Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) point out, a citizen should adopt a strategy that
will be optimal in the event that his vote does turn out to be pivotal, as otherwise
his behavior does not in‡uence his utility.20
19
The above de…nition of an ideological voting strategy does not specify how citizens behavior
whose ideologies lie exactly at the ideology threshold. This is unimportant for the results below
in that such ideology is realized with zero probability and since, in equilibrium, such a citizen is
indi¤erent between voting A and voting B. However, claims of equilibrium uniqueness throughout
this paper are only valid up to the speci…cation of behavior for this indi¤erent type.
20
In forming beliefs, voters should also infer whatever they can from candidates’platform choices.
For simplicity, however, candidates’information is speci…ed below in a stylized way such that their
behavior conveys nothing useful to voters.
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For any pair of distinct candidate platforms, Proposition 1 of McMurray (2016a)
states the existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium strategy, characterized by the
ideology threshold . Proposition 1 of this paper extends that result to show that
increases with x, and does not otherwise depend on candidates’platforms. Also,
is symmetric for symmetric values of x. If candidates are equidistant from the
center so that x = 0, for example, then = 0 as well: that is, citizens simply vote A
if i is negative and vote B if i is positive.
Proposition 1 There exists a unique function : X ! X such that for any xA ; xB 2
X with midpoint x the ideological strategy v (x) characterized by the ideology threshold
(x) constitutes a BNE in the voting subgame. For xA < xB , v (x) is the
(x).
unique BNE. Moreover, d dx(x) > 0 and ( x) =
Proposition 1 characterizes equilibrium voting for a …xed population parameter
n. Since real-world electorates tend to be very large, the following section analyzes
voting behavior in the limit as n grows large.

4.2

Large Elections

The numbers of votes that each candidate receives depends not only on the voting
strategy, but on the many realizations of voters’private signals, which in turn depend
on state of the world z. For an ideological strategy with ideology threshold , de…ne
z to be the realization of z that minimizes j (Ajz)
(Bjz)j— that is, the state that
equalizes candidates’vote shares as closely as possible. As the electorate grows large,
the probability of a single vote being pivotal shrinks to zero, but when expected vote
shares are equal, which occurs in state z , pivot probabilities shrink more slowly than
in any other state. Accordingly, a voter who behaves as if his vote will be pivotal
increasingly behaves as if z will be realized as the optimal policy.
If the number of citizens is large and a citizen’s peers follow an ideological strategy
with z < x, then, by the above logic, he should vote A in response (since xA is closer
to z than xB is) regardless of his private information; if z > x then he should vote
B in response. Either way, therefore, a citizen should be unwilling to adopt the
ideology strategy of his peers. It must therefore be the case that, as n grows large,
the equilibrium threshold (x) adjusts so that the state of the world z (x) implied
by the equilibrium threshold leaves voters indi¤erent between A and B, and therefore
willing to follow their signals, as Lemma 1 now states.
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Lemma 1 For any x 2 X , the limiting equilibrium threshold limn!1
(Ajz = x; ) = (Bjz = x; ) = 21 .

(x) solves

Lemma 1 highlights how the pivotal voting calculus substantially evens out the
vote shares of the two candidates, which is relevant for candidate incentives in Section
5. For example, suppose that truth is continuous and that qi = 1 for every voter, so
that an individual’s private expectation of the optimal policy is simply E (zjqi ; si ) =
1
s , and suppose further that xA = :9 and xB = 1 (implying that x = :95). That is,
3 i
both candidates are so conservative that even the most conservative voter (i.e., si = 1
and E (zjqi ; si ) = 13 ) prefers candidate A, who is slightly less extreme. Lemma 1 implies that, in spite of this lopsided support, the equilibrium threshold adjusts in large
R1 1
elections to solve (Bjz = x; ) =
(1 + sx) ds = 12 , or
:4. Thus, in equi2
librium, candidate B’s vote share may range anywhere from (Bjz = 1; = :4) =
R1 1
R1
(1 s) ds = :09 to (Bjz = 1; = :4) = :4 21 (1 + s) ds = :51; on average, candi:4 2
date B expects about 30% of the votes. Intuitively, this balancing occurs because a
vote is most likely to be pivotal when the quality di¤erence between candidates— and
therefore the di¤erence in vote shares— is smaller than expected. If the only citizens
who voted for candidate B were those with extremely far-right signals, for example,
then a pivotal vote would be unlikely except when z happens to be extremely far
right— which is precisely the scenario that makes candidate B more attractive than
candidate A.
In McMurray (2016a) I show that Condorcet’s (1785) binary jury theorem extends
in a natural way to this spatial environment: speci…cally, the candidate whose platform is closest to the policy that is truly optimal almost surely wins a large election.
That normative result is relevant in its own right, but also suggests an alternative
intuition for the equilibrium balancing predicted above. If xA = :9 and xB = 1,
for example, then it is highly likely that xA is superior to xB . If citizens all merely
voted naively for the candidate who seems superior, however, then none would vote
for candidate B, and A would win even in the few states of the world where a B
victory is optimal (namely, any state z > :95). When z = :95 exactly, policies at 9
and at 1 generate equivalent utility. In that case, the median signal realization is approximately :4. For maximal e¢ ciency, therefore, a social planner instructs citizens
with signals lower than :4 to vote A and instructs voters with signals above :4 to vote
B. In this way, A’s vote share exceeds 50% precisely when z < :95, and B’s vote
share exceeds 50% precisely when z > :95. The planner’s recommendation cannot
15

be improved upon by any individual voter, this behavior constitutes an equilibrium
voting strategy, so in McLennan (1998).
The jury theorem is a normative result, but in McMurray (2016a) I argue that it
also sheds light on empirical facets of voter behavior, such as the broad support for
using majority rule, and the tendency for political rhetoric to appeal to public opinion
for support. Most importantly for this paper, it explains a consensus e¤ect whereby
individuals on both sides of an issue expect to belong to the majority: “in essence, a
citizen who concludes that one policy is better than another predicts that other reasonable citizens, after weighing the evidence, will come to the same conclusion.” As
I report in that paper, for example, 96% of ANES survey respondents who ultimately
voted Democrat in the 2012 U.S. presidential election had earlier predicted a Democratic victory, while 83% of those who voted Republican had predicted a Republican
victory. In what follows, similar reasoning leads a candidate who believes she is on
the side of truth expects to be rewarded with votes.

5

Candidates

Having characterized voters’equilibrium response to any pair of candidate platforms, this section proceeds to analyze the incentives this creates for candidates choosing policy platforms. Recall from Section 3 that a voting strategy 2 in the complete game speci…es voting behavior v 2 V for the subgames associated with every
pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate platforms. In particular, let
denote the voting
strategy that induces an ideological voting strategy in every subgame, with ideology
thresholds given by
(x), where x is the midpoint between xA and xB and
is
2
the function identi…ed in Proposition 1. An equilibrium (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X
in
the complete game consists of platform positions for both candidates and a voting
strategy, and Proposition 1 implies that a necessary condition for equilibrium is that
corresponds to
in every subgame for which xA 6= xB .
There are various incentives that might plausibly motivate candidates’policy decisions. This section considers several of these. Section 5.1 begins by assuming that
candidates are truth motivated, meaning that they favor policies as close as possible to
whatever is truly optimal. This is the same motivation as other citizens, consistent
with the fact that candidates are citizens …rst, and could re‡ect an intrinsic interest
in the public good, or could stem from a more sel…sh desire to establish a favorable
16

legacy. Section 5.2 then considers the possibility of policy motivated candidates, who
prefer speci…c policies regardless of what is socially optimal. This, too, could be
intrinsic, or might somehow re‡ect capture by special interests. The key result of
either speci…cation is equilibrium polarization, the extent of which is illustrated with
numerical examples in Section 5.3. All of these sections presume that the intrinsic
bene…t of winning o¢ ce is = 0; Section 5.4 then considers > 0, meaning that
candidates are also o¢ ce motivated.

5.1

Truth Motivation

If candidates seek to do what is truly optimal then their behavior depends on
where they believe z to be located. As noted in Section 3, the most straightforward
assumption would be that candidates receive private signals regarding the optimal policy. Given the high levels of self-con…dence that candidates exude during campaigns,
it also seems appropriate to consider the possibility that candidates are overcon…dent,
ascribing greater accuracy to their own policy opinions than is warranted. Section
5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2 approximate these cases, beginning with the simpler case of
overcon…dent candidates and then proceeding to candidates who are Bayesian. For
tractability and for emphasis, beliefs are modeled as being …rst stronger and then
weaker than is plausible. Reality is likely somewhere between these two extremes,
but the extreme cases prove surprisingly similar, suggesting that similar behavior
would arise in an intermediate model, as well.
5.1.1

Overcon…dent Candidates

This section treats candidates who are overcon…dent in their private opinions
regarding the location of the optimal policy. For simplicity, overcon…dence is modeled
in an extreme way: candidate A believes with probability one that the optimal policy
is A , while candidate B believes with probability one that the optimal policy is B
(where A < B ). Such beliefs are implausibly strong, but circumvent the need for
a candidate to update her beliefs in response to the behavior of her opponent, or of
voters. This is not only makes the analysis tractable, but also makes the consequences
of overcon…dence the most transparent.21 With truth motivation and overcon…dence
modeled this way, the expected utility EUjT O of candidate j 2 fA; Bg can be written
21

This is also the case considered by Harrington (1993).
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as follows,
EUjT O =

X

u (xw ;

j ) Pr (wjz

=

j)

+ Pr (w = jjz =

j)

(11)

w=j; j

where the utility u (xw ; z) associated with the winning candidate’s platform and the
probability Pr (wjz) of that candidate winning are both evaluated at z = j . The
second term in (11) re‡ects the possibility of o¢ ce motivation, which Section 5.4
considers, but for now let = 0.
From (11) it is clear that the trade-o¤ faced by a candidate is fundamentally the
same as in standard probabilistic voting models such as Wittman (1983) and Calvert
(1985): a candidate’s ideal policy is j , and moving toward this policy improves her
utility, conditional on her winning the election, but moving toward her opponent
attracts additional voters (given the monotonicity of
(x) with respect to either
platform, observed in Proposition 1), thus increasing the probability of winning. Even
if a candidate does not care about winning per se, this is valuable because she believes
that her own policy platform is superior to her opponent’s. In equilibrium, it cannot
be the case that candidates adopt their ideal policies A and B , because the …rstorder utility loss from deviating slightly from these is zero, while the payo¤ gain
from improving the chance of victory is strictly positive. It also cannot be the case
that platforms coincide, however, because a candidate could then deviate toward
her preferred policy position, making herself better o¤ if she wins and no worse
o¤ if she loses. In other words, by standard reasoning, a candidate’s equilibrium
policy position lies strictly between her opponent’s position and the policy j that
she believes to be optimal. Theorem 1 states this formally, and points out that if
candidates are symmetrically overcon…dent, meaning that A =
B , then given the
other symmetry of the model, equilibrium can also be platform-symmetric; in fact,
there is exactly one such equilibrium.
Theorem 1 If candidates are overcon…dent with = 0 then (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
is a PBE only if A < xA < xB < B . If candidates are symmetrically overcon…dent
then, for any n, there is exactly one PBE that is platform-symmetric. For any
sequence of equilibria, limn!1 xj = j for j = A; B.
While the basic logic of Theorem 1 is quite standard, the extent of polarization is
not, as Section 2 notes: in standard probabilistic voting models, uncertainty regarding
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the location of the median voter gives candidates leeway to move a little bit in their
desired directions, but unless this uncertainty is quite severe, candidates must cater
to the approximate location of the median voter, and therefore remain close to one
another. In contrast, the last part of Theorem 1 makes clear that, for overcon…dent
candidates, polarization is quite pronounced: in large elections, candidates do not
moderate at all from the policies A and B that they most prefer. This more
dramatic polarization simply stems from the jury theorem: when the electorate is
large, majority opinion will almost surely favor the candidate whose policy platform
is truly superior. When she is con…dent that her platform is superior, therefore,
a candidate can also be con…dent that she will win. Thus, policy concessions are
unnecessary. This is especially stark when truth is binary, so that A = 1 and
B = 1, and candidates adopt positions at opposite extremes of the policy space.
5.1.2

Bayesian Candidates

With overcon…dence speci…ed as above, one or both of the candidates must hold
incorrect beliefs about the true state of the world. This section instead considers
candidates who are Bayesian, meaning that they start from the correct prior and
update rationally from any available information, using Bayes’rule. As noted above,
the most straightforward source of information for a candidate would be a private
signal of her own. In equilibrium, as will be shown below, a candidate can also
infer information from voters. In fact, voting behavior turns out to be surprisingly
informative. To emphasize this, candidates’private signals are actually not modeled
here at all; thus, voters are candidates’ only source of information.22 Since she
receives no private signal, the expected utility of candidate j 2 fA; Bg can be written
as follows,
EUjT B =

Z " X
Z

#

u (xw ; z) Pr (wjz) f (z) dz + Pr (w = B)

w=j; j

(12)

which di¤ers from (11) only in that it now integrates over all possible realizations of
the state variable z. As before, the second term in (12) re‡ects the possibility of
o¢ ce motivation, which Section 5.4 considers, but for now let = 0.
22

This also simpli…es the analysis considerably, avoiding the need for voters to infer candidates’
private signals from their platform positions, or for candidates to infer information from one another,
or anticipate how much of their information will be inferred by voters.
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With no private signals and no exogenous di¤erences such as incumbency status, management experience, or charisma, Bayesian candidates are ex ante identical.
Starting from the same prior, therefore, their basic inclination would be to adopt the
same policy platform— namely, the center of the policy interval. With ideological
voting, however, candidate A wins the election only when voters receive more liberal
signals than conservative signals, which tends to be the case when the optimal policy
is liberal; similarly, candidate B tends to win only when the optimal policy is conservative. Upon winning the election, therefore, the two candidates form di¤erent
posterior beliefs regarding the location of the optimal policy.
This ex post inference may seem irrelevant for candidates’ platform decisions,
which must be made before voting takes place. However, a candidate’s policy choice
will only a¤ect her utility if she wins the election. Thus, as Theorem 2 states, she
chooses a policy platform xj = E (zjw = j) in equilibrium that will be optimal in
the event that she wins, given the updated beliefs that she expects to form in that
event.23 As above, the symmetry of the model is such that equilibrium platforms may
be symmetric, which by Proposition 1 prompts symmetric voting; there is exactly one
such equilibrium for any n, and when n is large, A simply infers that z is negative
while B infers that z is positive, and the candidates polarize accordingly.24
Theorem 2 If candidates are Bayesian with
= 0 then (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
is a PBE only if xA = E (zjw = A) < 0 < E (zjw = B) = xB . For every n,
there is exactly one platform-symmetric PBE, and for the sequence of these equilibria,
limn!1 xA;n ; xB;n = (E (zjz < 0) ; E (zjz > 0)).
The extent of polarization exhibited in Theorem 2 is substantial, and this is remarkable given that candidates are ex ante identical. With continuous truth, for
example, Footnote 14 points out that citizens with the most extreme signal realizations favor policies 13 and 13 . In large elections, however, Theorem 2 predicts that
23

If candidates adopted identical platforms then voters would be indi¤erent between xA and xB ,
so voting need not be ideological and E (zjw = A) = E (zjw = B) = 0 would be possible. This
cannot occur in equilibrium, however, because deviations by either candidate would send voters into
a di¤erent subgame in which voting is ideological, thus justifying the deviation. Considerations
such as these rather complicate the equilibrium characterization: in evaluating positions xB and x0B ,
for example, candidate B must compare what she will learn if voters express a preference for xB
over xA with what she will learn if they express a preference for x0B over xA .
24
Given the symmetry of the model, it seems reasonable to conjecture that equilibria with asymmetric platforms do not exist. With ex-ante identical candidates, there could also be an equilibrium
with B on the left and A on the right, but in that case Theorem 2 can be viewed simply as a
relabeling of the candidates.
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candidates adopt platforms close to E (zjz < 0) = 21 and E (zjz > 0) = 12 . Such
polarization, even relative to the most polarized voters, is consistent with the estimates of Bafumi and Herron (2010) and with the ANES perceptions documented in
Section 1. With binary truth, E (zjz < 0) = 1 and E (zjz > 0) = 1, implying that
candidates diverge to the far extremes of the policy space.
The inference that leads to such polarization in Theorem 2 can be viewed as a
“pivotal”calculus for candidates. That is, a candidate’s platform is only pivotal when
she wins, so strategic candidates restrict attention to this event, and update their
beliefs accordingly. That strategic voters should restrict attention to pivotal events
has been recognized at least since Downs (1957), and that this focus can dramatically
alter voting behavior in games of private information has been recognized at least
since Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) and Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1996, 1998,
1999). The analogous calculus for candidates seems not to have been documented
in existing literature, but Theorem 2 shows that its consequences can be similarly
substantial. In fact, the N pieces of voter information are so informative when N
is large that increasing this to N + 1 would have little additional impact. In that
sense, the assumption that candidates have no private information of their own is
unrealistic, but innocuous.25
Empirically, it is not clear whether candidates actually perform the strategic calculus described above, any more than it is clear whether voters really take into account
the informational implications of a pivotal vote. For example, politicians rarely admit
any inkling that their policy proposals might be sub-optimal. One possibility is that
candidates are su¢ ciently overcon…dent that rationally inferring voters’information
has little impact on their posteriors. Another (not mutually exclusive) possibility
is that the structure of voter information is more complex than in the model above,
so that majority opinion in reality is more fallible than the jury theorem suggests,
and therefore pushes candidates’beliefs less dramatically. It is not unreasonable for
candidates to be at least a little more con…dent when they feel bolstered by popular
opinion, even if this is subconscious.26 In any case, to the extent that candidates are
25

This basic logic whould hold even if the quality of a candidate’s own signal were higher than the
average quality of voters’signals, and would be strengthened further if candidates could infer each
other’s contradictory signals from their policy platforms.
26
Sobel (2006) uses essentially this logic, for example, to explain why group decisions in experimental settings are often more extreme than individual opinions. Glaeser and Sunstein (2009)
make similar arguments, while also emphasizing the possible importance of non-Bayesian cognitive
mistakes that are not modeled here.
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not already certain of the optimal policy, it would be irrational to ignore the informational content of winning the election, just as it is irrational for voters to ignore
the informational content of a pivotal vote. The analysis of this section makes clear
how remarkably strong such theoretical considerations can potentially be.

5.2

Policy Motivation

Whatever their beliefs, Section 5.1 assumes that candidates share voters’objective.
This section considers an alternative possibility, which is that voters’and candidates’
incentives are misaligned, whether intrinsically or because candidates are somehow
beholden to special interests. Speci…cally, candidates A and B are policy motivated
if they prefer policies x^A 2 X and x^B 2 X , respectively, regardless of the state of
the world. Utility is still quadratic as in (1), but with z replaced by x^j . Expected
utility can then be written as follows.
EUjP =

X

u (xw ; x^j ) Pr (w) + Pr (w = j)

(13)

w=j; j

This is similar to the expression (11) for overcon…dent candidates, merely evaluating
disutility in terms of the distance to x^j rather than j , but di¤ers in that a candidate’s
perceived probability Pr (w = j) of winning the election is not related to her preferred
policy position. As before, the second term in (13) re‡ects the additional possibility
of o¢ ce motivation, which Section 5.4 considers, but for now let = 0.
Unlike truth motivated candidates who are overcon…dent or Bayesian, a policy
motivated candidate has no reason to expect voters to be on her side. To have any
in‡uence over policy, therefore, she must cater to voters’beliefs. As in the probabilistic voting literature, however, candidates cannot converge entirely in equilibrium: if
platforms were identical, a candidate could deviate toward her preferred policy, making herself no worse o¤ if she loses but better o¤ if she wins. Thus, Theorem 3 states
that x^A < xA < xB < x^B in equilibrium. If candidates are symmetrically policy
motivated, meaning that x^A = x^B , then there again exists exactly one equilibrium
that is platform-symmetric.
Theorem 3 If candidates are policy motivated with x^A < x^B and
= 0 then
2
(xA ; xB ; ) 2 X
is a PBE only if x^A < xA < xB < x^B . If candidates are symmetrically policy motivated then, for any n, there is exactly one platform-symmetric
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PBE, and for this sequence of equilibria, limn!1 xj =

(

x
^j
1+j^
xj j

x^j

j = A; B.

if Z = [ 1; 1]

if Z = f 1; 1g

for

The basic result of non-convergence is familiar from the probabilistic voting literature, but Theorem 3 predicts a much higher degree of polarization than in privatevalue models, as the numerical examples of Section 5.3 will make clear. In large
elections, equilibrium platforms are no closer to the center than they are to candidates’preferred policies; with binary truth, in fact, candidates do not moderate from
their preferred positions at all. Evidently, then, polarization is a robust prediction
of the common-value spatial model: the precise degree of polarization depends on
candidates’motivations and beliefs and on the nature of uncertainty, but substantial
polarization occurs in every case.

5.3

Numerical Examples

In proving that candidates’ equilibrium platforms do not coincide, Theorems 1
through 3 all draw on the logic of the private-value probabilistic voting literature: if
platforms were the same, one candidate could deviate toward her ideal point and be
no worse o¤ if she loses, but better o¤ if she wins. The purpose of this section is
to illustrate by way of numerical examples that, while the basic logic is the same,
the degree of equilibrium polarization di¤ers dramatically between private-value and
common-value models. To facilitate computation, all of the examples of this section
assume that the number 2n + 1 of voters is known and odd, rather than following a
Poisson distribution.27
Like the common-value model with policy motivated candidates, the private-value
examples computed in this section assume that voter utility ui (x) = (x x^i )2
is quadratic in the distance between the policy implemented and the voter’s privately preferred policy x^i . Candidate utility is given by the same function uj (x) =
(x x^j )2 , with candidate ideal points x^A = 1 and x^B = 1 at the far extremes
of the policy space. As Duggan (2013) notes, there are two canonical speci…cations
of probabilistic voting: in the stochastic preference models of Wittman (1983) and
Calvert (1985), candidates cannot observe voters’precise ideal points, but know the
27

Thus, (7) and (8) must be replaced by
n
n
2n!
(Bjz) , respectively.
n!n! (Ajz)

(a; bjz) =
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2n!
a!b!

a

(Ajz)

b

(Bjz) and Pr (Pjz) =

distribution from which x^i are drawn. In the examples below, x^i is uniformly distributed on [ 1; 1]. The stochastic partisanship models of Hinich (1978) and Lindbeck
and Weibull (1987) assume that, in addition to policy utility, voters are biased in favor of one candidate or the other, each receiving a bene…t i if candidate A is elected,
and voting for candidate B if and only if u (xA ; i ) + i > u (xB ; i ). For simplicity,
the computations below assume that i is an i.i.d. draw from a uniform distribution.
For the sake of emphasis, the domain of i is the interval [ 4; 4] (where a negative i
re‡ects a bias for B), calibrated such that biases can be large enough to make even
the most extreme citizen vote for a candidate at the opposite extreme.
Column 1 of Table 1 displays the equilibrium positions of policy-motivated candidates in a private-value election with stochastic voter preferences. In small elections,
uncertainty regarding the location of the median voter leads candidates to take up
positions that are rather polarized. As the electorate grows large, however, the
distribution of the median voter converges to its expected location, so equilibrium
polarization declines. Column 2 of Table 1 displays equilibrium candidate positions
for a private-value model with both stochastic preferences and stochastic partisanship.
This generates more substantial polarization than the previous case, but once again,
polarization declines as the electorate grows large. With at least 100,000 voters, for
example, candidates are more moderate in equilibrium than 94% of the electorate, in
spite of the huge partisan biases.

Table 1
By way of contrast, columns 3 through 8 of Table 1 display equilibrium policy positions for overcon…dent candidates (with A = 1 and B = 1), Bayesian candidates,
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and policy-motivated candidates (with x^A = 1 and x^B = 1), for both continuous
and binary truth. In contrast with the private-value cases above, candidates become
more polarized as the electorate grows large, not less. With binary truth this is
especially rapid: even with only 15 voters, candidates are more extreme than 96%
of the electorate, regardless of the precise speci…cation of candidate motivations and
beliefs. With continuous truth, polarization is less pronounced but still grows with
the number of voters, quickly exceeding that of the private-value model.28
It would be possible to increase the degree of polarization in the private-value
examples above to any level, of course, simply by adding uncertainty to the model.
For candidates to take highly polarized positions, however, they must place reasonable
probability on the median voter being highly liberal or highly conservative.29 In a
private-value context, it is unclear why uncertainty should be so severe: a simple
preference parameter should be straightforward to ascertain in pre-election polls.30
In a common-value setting, by contrast, voting behavior is tied to voter beliefs, which
are much more volatile: polls could measure voter opinions on a certain date, but
uncertainty would persist as to how these opinions will continue to evolve, right up
until election day. In that sense, an information model provides a plausible and
intuitive rationale for why elections are so unpredictable, as highlighted in the recent
U.S. presidential election and U.K. referendum to leave the European Union.31
Columns 5 and 8 of Table 1 are of special interest in that polarization is high even
though candidate preferences are speci…ed just as in columns 1 and 2. In particular,
policy motivated candidates do not care about the state variable z, except that it
introduces uncertainty regarding the location of the median voter. In all of these
models, voter ideal points are drawn from a known distribution; the key distinction is
28

Computational di¢ culties limit the size of electorates for which exampels can be computed, but
limiting policy positions for overcon…dent, Bayesian, and policy-motivated candidates, respectively,
x
^B
are given in Theorems 1 through 3 as B = 1, E (zjz > 0) = 0:5, and 1+j^
xB j = 0:5, respectively.
29
If the median voter were known to lie between " and +", for example, candidates’equilibrium
positions would have to be less extreme than 2" and +2", lest one candidate deviate to the center
and win with certainty.
30
Drawing voter ideal points randomly from a known distribution is the canonical formulation
of probabilistic voting, but in a truer mapping to reality, candidates would estimate the unknown
population median by sampling voters via pre-election polls, as in Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani
(2009b). Small polls would leave much uncertainty, so that candidates might indulge in extremism,
but both sides would have incentive to sample more voters, thereby reducing uncertainty— and with
it polarization— just as in columns 1 and 2 of Table 1.
31
See www.nytimes.com/2016/11/09/us/politics/hillary-clinton-donald-trump-president.html and
www.nytimes.com/2016/06/25/world/europe/britain-brexit-european-union-referendum.html.
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that in columns 1 and 2 these draws are independent of one another, while in columns
5 and 8 they are correlated (since each is correlated with z). From candidates’
perspective, the source of correlation in voter preferences is unimportant. It may
seem, therefore, that the assumption of common values is unnecesssary: even in a
purely private-value setting, assuming a correlation between voters’ideal points would
generate polarization similar to that of columns 5 and 8. Without the common-value
assumption, however, there is no reason why voter preferences should be correlated.
That is, why should knowing the preferences of one voter shed any light on the
preferences of his neighbor, if not because their interests are fundamentally linked? In
fact, if voter preferences are correlated then the correlation structure actually de…nes
a common value. Formally, de Finetti’s (1990) theorem from probability theory
states that symmetrically correlated (or exchangeable) random variables always can be
viewed as mutually independent, conditional on a latent variable; in this application,
that latent variable could be interpreted as the object of common value, z.

5.4

O¢ ce Motivation

The analysis above assumes candidates do not care about winning the election per
se; winning is merely a means to the end of implementing favorable policy outcomes.
Much of the spatial voting literature has started from the opposite assumption of o¢ ce
motivation: candidates’policy promises are merely a means to the end of winning the
election. Most likely, candidate have mixed motivations, desiring good policies but at
the same time hoping to be the one to implement them. To allow this possibility, this
section leaves candidates’ policy preferences as speci…ed above, but assumes that a
candidate also receives a positive bene…t > 0 if she wins o¢ ce. This accommodates
both the case in which
is so large that it can compensate for any undesirable
policy outcome, as well as moderate values of , for which neither policy nor o¢ ce
motivations strictly dominate. Candidates’entry decisions are not modeled here but
it seems reasonable to conjecture that, for candidates who are drawn into the election,
might be substantial.
In private-value models such as Hotelling (1929), Downs (1957), and Calvert
(1985), candidates move toward each other to attract voters whose ideal points lie
between the two platforms. The model here is very di¤erent, but the incentives are
similar: moving toward each other attracts voters whose estimates of z lie between the
two platforms. If o¢ ce motivation is strong enough, therefore, then full convergence
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occurs, as Theorem 4 now states.32 For smaller values of , full convergence does
not occur but there is a unique platform-symmetric equilibrium, and for that equilibrium polarization decreases with , a prediction that is common in private-value
literature.33 Theorem 4 is labeled as the median opinion theorem to emphasize that
voter ideologies, which are all-important in determining political behavior, are in this
model actually only approximations of a more fundamental preference, so that, as
Section 6 emphasizes below, this familiar behavior has new implications for social
welfare.
Theorem 4 (Median Opinion Theorem) If candidates are overcon…dent, Bayesian,
or policy motivated then there exists such that if
then (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
is a PBE only if xA = xB . Moreover, such an equilibrium exists. If < and
candidates are symmetrically overcon…dent, Bayesian, or symmetrically policy motiand, in
vated, then there is a unique platform-symmetirc PBE (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
this equilibrium, polarization jxB xA j strictly decreases in .
On its surface, Theorem 4 might seem to suggest that the polarization predicted
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 is not robust: candidates who are not o¢ ce motivated polarize
to varying degrees depending on their speci…c motivations, but all types of candidates
converge when the bene…t of winning is su¢ ciently high. This is especially important
if the desire to win o¢ ce is candidates’primary objective, as observers of elections
commonly assume. However, this reasoning is incomplete: whereas Theorem 4 …xes
the population size n and considers arbitrarily large values of , Theorem 5 now …xes
and, for the various policy preferences treated above, analyzes behavior in the limit
as n grows large. The precise consequences of this depend on the precise speci…cation
of candidate incentives and whether truth is binary or continuous, but the common
theme is that, to varying degrees, candidates still polarize even when the bene…t of
winning o¢ ce is quite large— even arbitrarily large, in some cases.
Theorem 5 If truth is binary then limn!1 xA;n ; xB;n is the same for all
0,
whether candidates are overcon…dent, Bayesian, or policy-motivated. If truth is continuous then xA;n ; xB;n approaches ( A ; B ) if candidates are overcon…dent, and for
32

If candidates are truth motivated and Bayesian or policy motivated, convergence must occur at
the center of the policy interval. This is possible with overcon…dent candidates as well, but there is
a range of possible points of convergence in that case, where both candidates expect to be winning.
33
For example, see Alesina (1988) and Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009a).
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the unique sequence of platform-symmetric equilibria, approaches E (zjz < 0) + 4 ; E (zjz > 0)
if candidates are Bayesian, and
motivated.

x
^A + 4 x
^B 14
;
1+j^
xA j 1+j^
xB j

if candidates are symmetrically policy-

According to Theorem 5, may not matter at all in large elections. Speci…cally, if
truth is binary or if candidates are overcon…dent then platforms are just as polarized
when is large as they are in Theorems 2 and 3, where = 0. In other words,
candidates in these situations are willing to promise any policy in order to get elected,
but in equilibrium adopt the same polarized positions that they would choose if they
didn’t value winning at all. For overcon…dent candidates, the logic for this result is
fundamentally the same as the logic underlying polarization in Sections 5.1 and 5.2,
where = 0: if a candidate knows for certain that truth is on her side then policy
concessions are unnecessary, because proposing what she believes to be truly optimal
is a strategy that, in large elections, is all but guaranteed to win. When truth is
binary, candidates of all types come to a similar conclusion, because there are no
intermediate states of the world where policy concessions will make a di¤erence: if
truth turns out to be on one side, a candidate will win no matter how polarized she
is; if truth is against her, she will lose no matter how much she moderates her policy
stance.
For continuous truth and candidates who are either policy motivated or Bayesian,
the implication of Theorem 5 is that polarization in large elections strictly decreases
in , just as polarization in …nite elections does. Even in these cases, however,
candidates remain at least somewhat polarized unless is quite large. For Bayesian
candidates, full convergence requires that
exceed 2, meaning that winning the
p
election compensates for a policy outcome that is a distance of 2
1:4— or 70%
of the length of the policy interval— from the optimal policy. For policy motivated
candidates, full convergence requires that exceed 4 j~
xj j, which can be as high as
4, meaning that it compensates for a policy distance of 2, which is the entire length
of the policy interval. In other words, o¢ ce motivation must be strong enough
to compensate for any undesirable policy (even though the amount by which they
actually compromise is only half this length).
For reasonable values of , Theorem 5 implies that polarization remains quite substantial. Suppose, for example, that = 41 , which is large eneough to compensate
a candidate for a policy that is a distance of 21 — or 25% of the length of the policy
interval— from her most preferred policy. In that case, truth motivated candidates
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4

7
adopt policy positions at 16
:44 in large elections, while policy motivated candi15
dates adopt positions at 32 :47. Neither is much less polarized than :5, which,
according to Theorems 2 and 3, are the platforms that would prevail if were zero.
Taken together, the various results of Theorem 5 make clear that, in contrast
with the intuition that may seem suggested by Theorem 4, and in contrast with
the large private-value literature, polarization in this setting is quite robust to the
addition of o¢ ce motivation. Fixing a population size, it is true that
can be
increased to the point that policy platforms completely converge. Fixing any ,
however, n can also be increased to the point that candidates revert completely (or
almost completely) to their original polarized positions. In large elections, therefore,
substantial polarization can persist for very large— in some cases, arbitrarily large—
values of .

6

Welfare

The analysis above has focused on characterizing candidates’equilibrium behavior.
This section analyzes the implications of such behavior for social welfare. Since
citizens and truth-motivated candidates share a common objective and since elections
are zero-sum for other types of candidates (at least if their preference or belief biases
are symmetric), it is uncontroversial to measure welfare simply by the expected utility
E [u (xn ; z)] of an individual citizen. This averages over the various realizations both
of the state variable z and of the policy outcome xn , where candidates’policy positions
depend on the expected number of citizens n in combination with the equilibrium
voting strategy, and the identity of the election winner depends on the realized number
of citizens N and on the various realizations of each citizen’s private information.
Standard private-value models highlight the bene…t of convergence: centrist policies compromise between the competing interests of the left and right, thus minimizing the total disutility that voters su¤er from a policy that is far from their bliss
points.34 In that light, the theoretical prediction that competition for o¢ ce should
drive candidates— who might otherwise prefer extreme policies— toward each other
and toward the political center is sometimes viewed as a sort of “invisible hand” of
politics. On the other hand, as Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart (2001) note,
34
This is formalized by Davis and Hinich (1968). If utility functions are tent-shaped or quadratic,
for example, then total utility is maximized at the median voter’s or mean voter’s ideal point,
respectively; generically, the utilitarian optimum lies in the interior of the policy space.
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empirical evidence of polarization must then be interpreted as evidence of political
failure.
In this common-value environment, Proposition 2 states that welfare is maximized
by the equilibrium behavior of candidates who are Bayesian, with = 0, even though
these positions are highly polarized. In other words, equilibrium polarization is good
for social welfare in that case, in contrast with the private-value paradigm. In the
case of binary truth, in fact, policy platforms approach opposite extremes of the policy
space in large elections, but the policy outcome converges exactly to z.
Proposition 2 There exists a strategy vector (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
that maximizes
Ex;z [u (x; z) ; xA ; xB ; ]. Moreover,
(xA ; xB ) =
(xA ; xB ), and xA and xB correspond to the PBE platforms for candidates who are Bayesian, with = 0. If truth
is binary then, for the optimal strategy vector, jxw zj !a:s: 0.
The proof of Proposition 2 relies on an observation by McLennan (1998), that
in a common-value environment, whatever is socially optimal is also individually
optimal. Intuitively, the bene…t of polarization is that it tailors the policy choice to
the situation: if the optimal policy is on the left then citizens can elect the liberal
candidate; if it is on the right they can elect the conservative. The same logic drives
a similar result in the model of Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009a), where
idiosyncratic preferences are shifted by a common “shock”, so that the median voter
prefers a menu of two similar alternatives, rather than one. While the intuition is
similar, the implications here are much stronger, because the optimal policy may turn
out to be far from the center, so the optimal level of polarization can be quite high.
A particularly stark example of this is the case of binary truth, such as the economic stimulus example introduced in Section 3: if one candidate favors a large
economic stimulus while her opponent favors a small level of stimulus, competition
for votes can produce moderate stimulus as a compromise outcome. However, such
an outcome is known by all not to be optimal. In that sense, the convergence result
of Theorem 4 can be viewed as a spatial version of the “pandering”behavior described
in the binary settings of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001) and Maskin and Tirole (2004), where candidates knowingly adopt inferior policies that appeal to voters’
mistaken opinions.
The spatial version of pandering exhibits a geometry that has empirical implications that are not apparent in binary models. Speci…cally, pandering pandering
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takes the form of clinging to the safety of the center when bold steps in the appopriate
direction would have greater social bene…t. This can explain why mdoerate politicians are often viewed disparagingly. In the U.S., for example, moderate candidates
are often derided as DINO or RINO (i.e. Democrats- or Republicans-in-name-only)
for compromising on their parties’ ideals in pursuit of popularity. In 2000, thirdparty U.S. presidential candidate Ralph Nader publicly criticized Republicans and
Democrats for being “look alike parties”, “Tweedledum and Tweedledee”.35 These
concerns are not new: almost two centuries ago, Tocqueville (1835, p. 175) wrote in
praise of political parties that “cling to principles rather than to their consequences”.
Half a century ago, the American Political Science Association (1950) issued a manifesto calling for “responsible parties”who believe that “putting a particular candidate
into o¢ ce is not an end in itself”, and advocating to “keep parties apart” in order
to “provide the electorate with a proper range of choice”. Such recommendations
are odd if convergence to the center is optimal for voters, as in standard preference
models, but can be easily understood in the context of the information model above,
as a call for truth- over o¢ ce-motivation.
Understandably, pundits tend to blame polarization on the rogue candidates who
adopt such polarized positions, and on voters’inability to reign them in. That voters
hold moderate candidates in contempt, however, together with the fact that polarization occurs for candidates with all types of motivations, suggests that political
polarization should be attributed more squarely to voters. This o¤ers perspective
for why, across states, extremists tend to outperform moderates in congressional primaries (Brady, Han, and Pope, 2007, and Hall and Snyder, 2013), extremism imposes
only a minor handicap in general elections (Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart, 2001,
Canes-Wrone, Brady, and Cogan, 2002, and Cohen, McGrath, Aronow, and Zaller,
2016), especially in like-minded jurisdictions (Hall, 2015). Presidential elections seem
no di¤erent: in the most recent example, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton were
each extreme in their own ways, but even so, many primary voters favored Ted Cruz
or Bernie Sanders, who were universally viewed as even more conservative and liberal, respectively.36 Evidently, voters seek not a moderate who can attract centrist
35

See http://www.cbsnews.com/news/nader-assails-major-parties/ (accessed 12/22/2016).
In 2012, many Republicans explicitly reported viewing Mitt Romney as the most likely
candidate to beat President Barack Obama in the general election, but “not conservative enough”, and so voted for Rick Santorum, Newt Gingrich, or Ron Paul instead (see
http://elections.nytimes.com/2012/primaries/states/ohio/exit-polls).
36
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voters, but a bold and con…dent champion who can convince the electorate of her superior policy position. Such is the popular perception of Franklin Roosevelt, Barry
Goldwater, George McGovern, Ronald Reagan, Barack Obama, and other prominent
presidential candidates.
It is remarkable that identical behavior could have such opposite welfare implications in private- and common-value settings. This underscores the importance of
identifying the right model of behavior, since behavior can be observed, but welfare
implications can only be inferred from a model. With a standard model in mind,
for example, policy makers might take actions to curb polarization, expecting welfare
to increase accordingly. Such actions might even be e¤ective, in that polarization
decreases empirically, but if the standard paradigm is actually mistaken, then welfare
might decrease instead of increase. Of course, being too moderate is not the only
sin a candidate can commit: candidates are often criticized for being too extreme
and uncompromising, as well. This, too, has a clear rationale within the context
of the model above: with continuous truth, overcon…dent candidates who believe the
optimal policy to be extreme adopt platform policies that are more extreme than
those adopted by Bayesian candidates.37 According to Proposition 2, Bayesian candidates’ platforms maximize social welfare, implying that overcon…dent candidates’
more polarized positions are overly extreme.
To a certain extent, it may be possible to increase or decrease the bene…t that
candidates perceive from winning an election, for example by adjusting o¢ ce holder
salaries. However, whether this is desirable or not depends on whether excessive
pandering or overcon…dence is a bigger problem: raising might improve welfare by
mitigating over-extremism, for example, or could reduce welfare by feeding candidates’desires to pander. In any case, if candidates are overcon…dent or if truth is
binary then the implication of Theorem 5 is that changing may have a negligible
e¤ect on the equilibrium level of polarization, one way or the other.
The result that candidates polarize in spite of o¢ ce motivation suggests that pandering is not of great concern in large elections. As noted above, Harrington (1993)
proposes binary truth to model the broadest ideological con‡ict between “extensive
or minimal government intervention in the economy”; in that case, a comparison of
columns 6 and 7 of Table 1 suggests that over-extremism is of little concern as well,
37

By similar logic, overcon…dent candidates with overly moderate ideology could be under polarized. Policy motivated candidates could be over- or under-polarized, as well (i.e., if x
^j is
extreme and is low or if x
^j is moderate and is high, respectively).
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as Bayesian candidates are almost just as extreme as overcon…dent candidates are.
However, the analysis above interprets z as the exactly optimal policy; as I explain in
McMurray (2016a), another possibility is that there is aggregate uncertainty, meaning
that z = E (z ) is only an approximation of an optimal policy z that remains uncertain even after all private information is pooled. This is important because, as that
paper explains, z may be continuous even if z is binary.38 If so, the relevant column
from Table 1 is 4 rather than 7, revealing over-polarization (relative to column 6) to
be much more severe. The essential problem is that aggregate uncertainty warrants
additional caution: overcon…dent candidates treat the world as black-and-white when,
in reality, the evidence is inconclusive. In the U.S. and many other places, elections
tend to be quite close in most years; this suggests that expectations E (zjw = A) and
E (zjw = B) should not di¤er greatly from each other, and therefore that the optimal
level of polarization should be rather low, implying that the substantial polarization
observed empirically is indeed excessive.

7

Conclusion

That candidates should converge to the political center, and that this behavior
is good for voters, is one of the most robust predictions in all of political economic
theory, so empirical polarization is one of the deepest and most troubling paradoxes.
This paper has synthesized the Downsian model with the long-overlooked paradigm of
Condorcet (1785), showing that if voter disgreements re‡ect di¤erences of opinion regarding an underlying truth variable, rather than fundamentally intractable con‡icts
of interest, then the paradox goes away: for a variety of assumptions about candidate
motivations and beliefs, polarization is now the robust equilibrium prediction, as each
candidate trusts voters to reward her for being on the side of truth.39 In particular,
polarization may be high even when candidates have strong desires to win. Convergence loses its utilitarian appeal, instead re‡ecting a spatial version of pandering,
38

A moderate z then indicates that z = 1 and z = 1 are equally likely, while z close to 1 or 1
indicates that z = 1 of z = 1 with high probability. Thus, for example, a skeptic who observes a
high-quality private signal that z is moderate advocates moderate policies, not because he believes
them to ultimately be optimal or because he lacks information generally, but because he …nds the
evidence on either side unconvincing.
39
Beyond the immediate context of elections, a similar mechanism might explain dysfunction
within polarized legislatures, as each side refuses to bargain, expecting to gain seats in a subsequent
election.
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consistent with the disdain that is often observed empirically. Pandering incentives
all but disappear in large elections, however, leaving overextremism— rooted either in
overcon…dence, or in deviant preferences— as the greater threat. Overextremism is
especially problematic when uncertainty is most severe, and unfortunately, need not
respond to obvious policy interventions such as adjusting o¢ ce holder salaries.
The information structure above constitutes almost a best-case scenario for information aggregation: voter signals are informative and conditionally independent,
and voters are fully aware of their cognitive limitations, and Bayesian in their use of
information. As in Condorcet’s (1785) original model, this makes large electorates
nearly infallible. This is a natural starting point, but in the real world it is easy
to worry that voters might su¤er from biases or irrationalities that impair their collective judgment.40 Ortoleva and Snowberg (2015) present evidence, for example,
that voters themselves are typically overcon…dent. Thus, extending the information
structure is an important direction for future exploration.
In binary settings, information impediments reduce the accuracy of public opinion,
but not completely: quite generally, public opinion remains at least positively correlated with the truth.41 If the same proves true for spatial envrionments then the logic
above should generalize to still produce an equilibrium tendency toward polarization.
In fact, voter irrationality may give a candidate even less control over her electoral
success, so voters’cognitive limitations may well produce an even greater degree of
equilibrium polarization. In any case, forces similar to those highlighted above are
likely to operate: an incentive to moderate in pursuit of votes, o¤set by an incentive
to follow the perceived course of truth, in hopes that voters come around— with mixed
implications for voter welfare.
Even more important than the polarization paradox, this paper sheds light on
deeper questions regarding the fundamental nature of public disagreement (i.e., competing interests or competing opinions) and the basic value of democracy (i.e., preference aggregation or information aggregation). That such questions matter is underscored by the fact that the median voter theorem and median opinion theorem predict
identical behavior, but with opposite welfare implications. With that in mind, the
40

Otherwise, for example, voters should reach a consensus ex post, once electoral results are
announced, as I explain in McMurray (2016a).
41
For example, Ladha (1992, 1993), Dietrich and Spiekermann (2013), and Pivato (2016) suppose that voters make correlated errors; Triossi (2013) analyzes what happens when large elections
eliminate voters’incentive to acquire information.
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model above also has value as a building block for future analysis. Building on
the present model, for example, I show in McMurray (2016b) how large margins
of victory can convey additional information about the state of the world, leading
truth-motivated candidates to adjust their policy positions ex post, consistent with
the popular notion of electoral mandates. In that case, voting takes on a signaling
role that provides a rationale for otherwise puzzling behavior such as abstaining out
of protest, or supporting minor parties who are unlikely to win the election. In
McMurray (2016c) I show how the common-value model of this paper can extend to
multiple dimensions, which is a well-known limitation of private-value models, and
show how logical correlations across issues shape the endogenous bundling of policy
positions, so that a single ideological dimension emerges.

A

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. The proof of Proposition 1 of McMurray (2016a) shows
that the best response ideology threshold br ( ) to an ideological strategy with ideology threshold decreases with , and using that fact shows if xA < xB then there
exists a unique …xed point
= br ( ) that characterizes an ideological strategy
that is its own best response. From (9) it can be seen that, for any 2 X , br ( )
depends on xA and xB only through the midpoint x; accordingly, the same …xed
point (x) characterizes the unique equilibrium response to any pairs of candidate
platforms with the midpoint x. (If xA = xB then any voting strategy— including the
ideological strategy characterized by (x)— constitutes a BNE.) From (9) it is clear
that br ( ) also increases in x, for any ; since br ( ) decreases in but increases in
x for any , the …xed point
= br ( ) increases in x, as claimed.
For an ideological strategy, (6) can be rewritten as follows,
Z Z Z
1
(14)
(Ajz; ) =
1qs= g (q) (1 + qsz) dsdqd
2
1 Q S
Z 1Z Z
1
(Bjz; ) =
1qs= g (q) (1 + qsz) dsdqd
(15)
2
Q S
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and symmetry can be seen by the following,
Z Z
Z
1
1qs= g (q) (1 qsz) dsdqd
(Aj z; ) =
2
1
Q S
Z 1Z Z
1
=
1qs= g (q) (1 + qsz) dsdqd
2
Q S
Z 1Z Z
1
1qs= g (q) (1 + qsz) dsdqd =
=
2
Q S

(Bjz; )

where the second and third equalities follow from replacing and then s with variables
of opposite sign. By (7) through (10), (Aj z; ) = (Bjz; ) translates into
symmetric pivot probabilities (i.e. Pr (Pj z; ) = Pr (Pj z; )) and therefore
produces symmetric expectations E (zjP; ) = E (zjP; ) and E (z 2 jP; ) =
E (z 2 jP; ). If br ( ; x) = , therefore, then from (9) it is clear that
br

In other words,

(

; x) =

E

( x) =

Proof of Lemma 1.
yields the following.
Z
@ (Ajz; )
=
@z
Z
@ (Bjz; )
=
@z

x + E (zjP)
=
xE (zjP)

(z 2 jP)

br

( ; x) =

.

(x).

For any , di¤erentiating (14) and (15) with respect to z
Z Z

1 Q S
1Z Z
Q

S

1
(qs) dsdqd = E ( j < ) Pr ( < )
2
1
g (q) (qs) dsdqd = E ( j > ) Pr ( > )
2

1qs= g (q)
1qs=

These must sum to E ( ) = 0, implying that (Ajz; ) decrease in z and (Bjz; )
increases in z. The di¤erence (Ajz; )
(Bjz; ) therefore decreases in z, implying
that z = arg minz j (Ajz; )
(Bjz; )j is well-de…ned for any . For any z, (14)
and (15) also increase and decrease in , respectively, implying that z is 1 for
su¢ ciently low and is 1 for su¢ ciently high, and otherwise strictly increases in .
As n grows large, Pr (Pjz) decreases to zero for any z, but as Myerson (2000)
shows, the magnitude of Pr (Pjz) is largest for z = z , implying that it shrinks at
rate p1n in this state and at rate e n in all others. Thus, f (zjP) converges to
a degenerate distribution with unit mass on z , implying that E (zjP) ! z and
V (zjP) ! 0. Note that z has the same sign as , because A (0; 0) = 21 and
but decreasing in z.8 Therefore, the right-hand side of
A (z; ) is increasing in
< 1 if z < x
1
br
0 if z = x . Let x denote the
(9) converges to z , implying that
( ; x) !
:
1 if z > x
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solution to z = x, which is unique since z increases in . For n large enough,
br
( x ") > x + " and br ( x + ") < x ". Since br ( ) decreases in , this
implies that x " < n < x + ". In other words, n converges to x , thereby solving
1
A (z; ) = B (z; ) = 2 for z = x.
Proof of Theorem 1. Proposition 1 implies that (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
is a PBE
only if
is equivalent to the ideological strategy
in every subgame with xA 6= xB .
It cannot be the case in equilibrium that xA is closer to B than xB is, because in
that case, candidate B could improve her welfare by mimicking A’s platform. It also
cannot be the case in equilibrium that xB is more extreme than B , because if that
were so then, by moderating her position to B , candidate B could improve her odds
of winning, and also her utility conditional on winning. Symmetrically, xA cannot be
more extreme than A . Together, these observations imply that A xA xB
B.
Imposing = 0 and di¤erentiating (11) for candidate B with respect to her own
platform yields the following.
@EUBT O
=
@xB

2 (xB

B ) Pr (w

= Bjz =

B)

+

X

u (xj ;

B)

j=A;B

= 2(

B

xB ) Pr (w = Bjz =

+ [u (xB ;

B)

u (xA ;

B )]

B)

@
Pr (w = Bjz =
@xB

@
Pr (w = jjz =
@xB

B)

(16)
B)

(17)

The result that A xA xB
B in equilibrium implies that the …rst term in this
sum is weakly positive while the second term is weakly negative. For both terms to
be zero, it must be the case that xA = xB = B , but this cannot occur in equilibrium
because the symmetric condition for candidate A requires that xA = xB = A , and by
assumption A < B . For the sum to be zero, therefore, the …rst term must be strictly
positive and the second term must be strictly negative, implying (together with the
symmetric conditions for candidate A) that A < xA < xB < B in equilibrium.
If A =
xB then the two candidates’ incentives are symmetB and xA =
ric, implying that their best response strategies satisfy xbr
xbr
A =
B . Thus, for any
x 2 [0; 1], a best response to the symmetric platform pair (xA ; xB ) = ( x; x) is
br
another symmetric platform pair xbr
xbr ; xbr . Restricting attention to
A ; xB =
symmetric platform pairs, candidate B’s expected utility is continuous in x over the
compact set [0; 1], but increases in x when x = 0 and decreases in x when x = B .
By the intermediate value theorem, then, there exists an intermediate 0 < x < B
such that (xA ; xB ) = ( x ; x ) constitutes its own best response and therefore (together with the voting strategy
) characterizes a PBE. Uniqueness follows because
(xA ; xB ) = ( x; x) implies that x = 0 for any x, so that neither Pr (w = Ajz) nor
@
Pr (w = Ajz = A ) changes with x. Substituting into (17) and di¤erentiating
@xA
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with respect to x therefore yields

=

x Pr (w = Bjz =

B)

+ [ 2 (x

x Pr (w = Bjz =

B)

+4

B

B)

+ 2 (x +

B )]

@
Pr (w = Bjz =
@xB

@
Pr (w = Bjz =
@xB

B)

B) ,

which is strictly negative. Thus, there exists only one pair ( x ; x ) satisfying
TO
@EUB
= 0.
@xB
For any n, candidate B could deviate to xB = B and receive the following utility.
E [u (x; z) jz =

B]

= u (xA ; B ) Pr (w = Ajz = B ; xA = xA ; xB = B )
+u ( B ; B ) Pr (w = Bjz = B ; xA = xA ; xB = B ) (18)

Since limn!1 Pr (w = Bjz = B ; xA = xA ; xB = B ) = 1 (by Proposition 3 of McMurray, 2016a), a sequence of such deviations would yield utility u ( B ; B ) in the limit.
But for every n, xB = xB is a best response to xA , and so provides weakly greater utility than xB = B . This implies that equilibrium utility approaches u ( B ; B ) as well.
This is possible only if limn!1 xB = B . By symmetric arguments, limn!1 xA = A
as well.
Lemma A1 is a technical result that is used in Theorem 2.
Lemma A1 A candidate’s win probability Pr (w = j) increases with her expected vote
share (j) (and decreases with her opponent’s expected vote share ( j)). If voting
is ideological then, for any z, (Ajz) and (Bjz) increase and decrease, respectively,
in the ideology threshold . E (zjw = j) increases in , as well, and for any ,
E (zjw = A) < 0 < E (zjw = B).
Proof. Write the di¤erence in win probabilities for the two candidates as
Pr (w = B)

Pr (w = A) =
=

1
X

a=0
1
X

Pr (NA = a) [Pr (NB > a)

Pr (NB < a)]

Pr (NB = b) [Pr (NA < b)

Pr (NA > b)] .

b=0

Since the distributions of NA and NB are increasing in (A) and (B), respectively, in
the sense of …rst-order stochastic dominance, the …rst of these expressions is increasing
in (B) and the second is decreasing in (A). Since Pr (w = A) + Pr (w = B) = 1,
this establishes the …rst claim.
That (Ajz; ) and (Bjz; ) increase and decrease in , respectively, for any z,
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is clear from (14) and (15). These expressions can also be rewritten as follows,
(Ajz) = Pr ( < ) [1 + zE ( j < )]
(Bjz) = Pr ( > ) [1 + zE ( j > )]
and from these it can be seen that, for positive z, the ratio
(Bjz)
1+E( j > )
=
(Bj z)
1 E( j > )
Pr(w=Bjz)
exceeds 1 and increases in , so by the …rst part of the lemma, Pr(w=Bj
exz)
ceeds 1 and increases in as well. The latter implies that E (zjw = B; jzj = z) =
z Pr(w=Bjz) z Pr(w=Bj z)
is positive and increases in . Integrating over z, E (zjw = B)
Pr(w=Bjz)+Pr(w=Bj z)
is positive for any and also increases in . Symmetric arguments establish that
E (zjw = A) also increases in as well, but is negative for any .

Proof of Theorem 2. Setting = 0 and di¤erentiating (12) for candidate B with
respect to her own platform yields the following (as long as xA 6= xB , so that, by
Proposition 1, voting behavior is uniquely characterized by the ideological strategy
),
"
#
X
@u (xB ; z)
@ Pr (w = jjz) @ (x) @ x
@EUBT B
= Ez
Pr (w = Bjz) + Ez
u (xj ; z)
@xB
@xB
@ (x)
@ x @xB
j=A;B
= Ez [2 (z

@E [u (x; z)] @ (x) @ x
@ (x)
@ x @xB
xB ]

xB ) Pr (w = Bjz)] +

= 2 Pr (w = B) [E (zjw = B)

where the …nal equality follows because, by Proposition 3 of McMurray (2016a), the
equilibrium ideology threshold
maximizes E [u (x; z)], implying that @E[u(x;z)]
= 0.
@ (x)
For any voting strategy 1 < E (zjw = B) < 1, which implies that if xB = 1
then (19) is positive and B prefers to move to the right, while if xB = 1 then (19)
is negative and B prefers to move to the left. Thus, a best response xbr
B to xA
br
(and to the equilibrium voting response ) that satis…es xB 6= xA requires that (19)
equal zero, which is the case if and only if xbr
Similarly, a best
B = E (zjw = B).
br
br
response xA 6= xB requires that xA = E (zjw = A). If xA = xB then voting need
not be ideological, but non-ideological voting cannot produce higher utility. Thus,
xbr
j = E (zjw = j) is the best response for either candidate, and xj = E (zjw = j) for
j = A; B is a necessary condition for a PBE. With ideological voting, Lemma A1
implies that E (zjw = A) < 0 < E (zjw = B).42
42

These inequalities could also be reversed in equilibrium, but then candidates could be relabeled
so that A is to the left of B, as the statement of the theorem presumes.
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(19)

For any pair of symmetric platforms xA = xB , the midpoint x = 0 lies exactly
at the center of the policy interval, so by Proposition 1, voters’equilibrium response
is characterized by an ideological strategy with ideology threshold (0) = 0. By
the symmetry of the model, this implies that candidates form symmetric expectations E (zjw = A) = E (zjw = B), and therefore symmetric platforms xA = xB .
Together with the equilibrium voting strategy , these constitute a PBE, and by
Theorem 2, this is the only pair of symmetric platforms that can be sustained when
= 0.
The limit result follows because, with symmetric platforms for all n,
= 0 for
all n. The expression (6) therefore reduces to (Ajz) = Pr (s < 0jz) and (Bjz) =
Pr (s > 0jz). If z < 0, therefore, then (Ajz) > 21 > (Bjz), so Proposition 3
of McMurray (2016a) implies that limn!1 Pr (w = Ajz) = 1, while if z > 0 then
these inequalities are reversed, so limn!1 Pr (w = Bjz) = 1. Thus, f (zjw = A) and
f (zjw = B) converge to f (zjz < 0) and f (zjz > 0), respectively, and E (zjw = A)
and E (zjw = B) therefore converge to E (zjz < 0) and E (zjz > 0).
Proof of Theorem 3. According to Proposition 1, the ideological strategy
characterizes equilibrium voting behavior for all platform pairs, and does so uniquely
when xA 6= xB . Candidates’probabilities of winning are monotonic in the ideology
threshold
which, according to Proposition 1, is monotonic in the midpoint x =
xA +xB
between the candidates, and therefore monotonic in both xA and xB . If
2
candidates are policy motivated then clearly x^A xA xB x^B in equilibrium, as
otherwise one candidate could improve her expected utility by deviating either to her
opponent’s policy position or to her own ideal point.
Candidate B’s expected utility can be rewritten from (13) as follows,
EUBP = u (xA ; x^B ) Pr (w = A) + u (xB ; x^B ) Pr (w = B)
and di¤erentiating with respect to her own platform xB yields the following.
@EUBP
@xB

=
=

@u (xB ; x^B )
Pr (w = B) + [u (xB ; x^B )
@xB
2 (xB

x^B ) Pr (w = B) + 2 (xB

@ Pr (w = B) @ x
@x
@xB
@ Pr (w = B) @ x
x)
(20)
@x
@xB

u (xA ; x^B )]

xA ) (^
xB

If xA = xB then the di¤erence in brackets is zero, so this …rst-order condition is
satis…ed only if xB = x^B . An analogous …rst-order condition for candidate A is
satis…ed only if xA = x^A , however, and x^A = xA = xB = x^B cannot be satis…ed since,
by assumption, x^A < x^B . Thus, equilibrium requires xA < xB . Since moving to the
right of xA cedes votes to candidate A, thus lowering Pr (w = B), the second term in
(20) is negative. Since Pr (w = B) is positive, the sum equals zero only if @u(x@xBB;^xB )
is also positive, implying that xB < x^B in equilibrium, or that B is less conservative
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than she would like to be. With symmetric considerations for candidate A, this
implies that x^A < xA < xB < x^B , as claimed.
To see the uniqueness of symmetric equilibrium platforms, suppose that (xA ; xB ) =
do not change, but
( x; x) for some x 0. As x changes, Pr (w = B) and @ Pr(w=B)
@x
@u(xB =x;^
xB )
and u (xB ; x^B ) u (xA ; x^B ) are both linear in x. This implies that the
@xB
right-hand side of (20) is linear in x as well, and therefore equals zero for a unique
value x , implying that (xA ; xB ) = ( x ; x ) constitutes the unique pair of symmetric
equilibrium platforms.43 According to Lemma 1, n (x) approaches the solution
1 (x) to z = x. That is, in the limit as n grows large, if z = x then the expected
vote shares [Ajz = x; 1 (x)] = [Bjz = x; 1 (x)] for the two candidates will be
exactly the same; if z turns out to be less than x then [Ajz; 1 (x)] < [Bjz; 1 (x)]
and if z turns out to exceed x then [Ajz; 1 (x)] > [Bjz; 1 (x)]. In a large
election, the candidate with the larger expected vote share almost surely wins (see
Myerson, 2002).
With continuous truth, the result that in large elections A wins almost surely
if z < x and B wins almost surely if z > x implies that limn!1 Pr (w = B) =
1 F (x) = 1 2 x and therefore that limn!1 @ Pr(w=B)
= @@x 1 2 x = 21 .44 In a
@x
platform-symmetric equilibrium xA = xB and x = 0, so (20) therefore converges to
the following,
@E [u (x; x^B )]
= xB + x^B xB x^B
(21)
lim
n!1
@xB
and the limit xB of a sequence of solutions xB;n to
xB )]
limn!1 @E[u(x;^
@xB
yields xA = 1 x^Ax^A .

= 0, implying that xB =

x
^B
.
1+^
xB

@E[u(x;^
xB )]
@xB

= 0 must satisfy

An analogous derivation for A

With binary truth, the result that in large elections A wins almost surely if z < x
and B wins almost surely if z > x implies that limn!1 Pr (w = B) = Pr (z > x) = 12
xB )]
= 0. In that case, limn!1 @E[u(x;^
=
for any x, and therefore that limn!1 @ Pr(w=B)
@x
@xB
0 if and only if

@u(xB ;^
xB )
@xB

= 0, or xB = x^B . By an analogous derivation, xA = x^A .

Proof of Theorem 4. According to Proposition 1, the ideological strategy
characterizes equilibrium voting behavior for all platform pairs, and characterizes
the unique equilibrium voting behavior for distinct pairs xA 6= xB . Therefore, the
43

Alternatively, if the right-hand side of (20) is positive for all x then (xA ; xB ) = ( 1; 1) constitutes
the unique pair of symmetric equilibrium platforms.
44
The latter result also relies on the implicit function theorem, as br
n ( ; x) is continuously di¤erentiable in x and n, so the solution n (x) to the …xed point problem = br
n ( ; x) is continuously
di¤erentiable in x and n as well, and therefore so is Pr w = B; bn (x) .
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derivative of (12) generalizes from (17) to
@EUBT O
= 2(
@xB

B

xB ) Pr (w = Bjz =

+ [u (xB ;

B)

u (xA ;

B)

B)

+ ]

@ Pr (w = Bjz =
@

B) @

(x) @ x
(22)
@ x @xB

if candidates are overcon…dent, generalizes from (19) to
@EUBT B
= 2 Pr (w = B) [E (zjw = B)
@xB

xB ] +

@ Pr (w = B) @ (x) @ x
@
@ x @xB

(23)

if candidates are Bayesian, and generalizes from (20) to
@EUBP
@xB

= 2 Pr (w = B) (^
xB
+ [ + u (xB ; x^B )

xB )
u (xA ; x^B )]

@ Pr (w = B) @ (x) @ x
@
@ x @xB

(24)

if candidates are policy motivated. In all three cases, this derivative decreases in ,
@x
B)
and @ Pr(w=B)
are negative while @ @ x(x) and @x
are positive.
because @ Pr(w=Bjz=
@
@
B
2
For any pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X of platforms, the other terms in the expression for the
derivative are …nite, so there exists a threshold xA ;xB su¢ ciently large that for all
> xA ;xB the derivative is negative. The set of platform pairs is compact and xA ;xB
is continuous in the platform pair, so there exists a maximum = max(xA ;xB ) xA ;xB ,
and for any > the derivative is negative, meaning that candidate B does not
want to move xB away from xA . Symmetrically, A does not want to move xA away
from xB . Thus, if > then there is no PBE with distinct platforms xA < xB .
While neither candidate wishes to move away from her opponent, a candidate
might have incentive to “leap frog” her opponent, to attract more votes: if the two
candidates converge to a position in which B wins with probability lower than onehalf then B can move xB just to the left of xA and win with greater than 12 probability
instead. For the cases of overcon…dent or policy motivated candidates, this implies
that the unique PBE is xA = xB = 0 (together with the voting strategy
=
).
For the case of overcon…dent candidates, there is a range of platforms x in which
xA = xB = x can be sustained in equilibrium (including xA = xB = 0), because
each candidate believes that she is already on the side that will win with probability
exceeding 12 .
For any symmetric platform pair (xA ; xB ) = ( x; x), the midpoint is x = 0 and
the voter response threshold is (x) = 0, regardless of the magnitude of x, implying
@
@x
that Pr (w = B) and @ Pr(w=B)
do not depend on the magnitude of x. The
@
@ x @xB
utility di¤erences u (x; B ) u ( x; B ) = 4 B x and u (x; x^B ) u ( x; x^B ) = 4^
xB x
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are linear in x, implying that (22) through (24) are linear in x. For each of these
motivations, therefore, there is a unique x 2 [0; 1] such that the best responses for
A and B, respectively, to any pair ( x; x) of symmetric platforms are xA = x and
xB = x . Thus, (xA ; xB ) = ( x ; x ) (together with
=
) constitute the unique
@ Pr(w=Bjz)
@x
PBE with symmetric platforms. Since
is negative and @ @(x)
and @x
are
@
x
B
positive, (22) through (24) are all decreasing in . If < , therefore, then, as
increases, the platform ( x ; x ) that previously constituted an equilibrium now
produces a negative @E[u(x;z)]
(and, symmetrically, a positive @E[u(x;z)]
), implying that
@xB
@xA
the new equilibrium platform pair has a lower value of x .
Proof of Theorem 5. If candidates are overcon…dent then, for any n, the utility (18) derived by deviating to xB = B in response to candidate A’s equilibrium
platform xA;n generalizes to include an additional term.
@EUBT O
= u xA;n ; B Pr w = Ajz = B ; xA = xA;n ; xB = B
@xB
+ [u ( B ; B ) + ] Pr w = Bjz = B ; xA = xA;n ; xB =

B

Since limn!1 Pr w = Bjz = B ; xA = xA;n ; xB = B = 1 by Proposition 3 of McMurray (2016a), a sequence of such deviations yields expected utility u ( B ; B ) +
in the limit. This is the maximum utility possible, but B’s equilibrium policy position is a best response to xA , and so must generate utility that is at least as high,
thus requiring limn!1 xB;n = B . This result is independent of , and holds whether
truth is continuous or binary.
If candidates are Bayesian then the equilibrium condition (19) generalizes to include an additional term.
@EUBT B
= 2 Pr (w = B) [E (zjw = B)
@xB

xB ] +

@ Pr (w = B) @ x
@x
@xB

Symmetric platforms imply that (x) = 0 and therefore that Pr (w = B) = 12 , and,
as the proof of Theorem 2 shows, that E (zjw = B) approaches E (zjz > 0) as n
grows large. If truth is continuous then the proof of Theorem 3 shows that @ Pr(w=B)
@x
1
approaches 12 as n grows large, so @E[u(x;z)]
approaches
E
(zjz
>
0)
x
,
which
B
@xB
4
is zero if and only if xB;n approaches xB = E (zjz > 0) 14 . If truth is binary then
@EU T B

@ Pr(w=B)
@x

approaches zero instead, so @xBB approaches E (zjz > 0) xB , which is
zero if and only if xB;n approaches xB = E (zjz > 0), regardless of .
If candidates are policy motivated then the derivative of expected utility generalizes from (20) to include an extra term.
@EUBP
=
@xB

2 (xB

x^B ) Pr (w = B) + [2 (xB
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xA ) (^
xB

x) + ]

@ Pr (w = B) @ x
@x
@xB

@EU P

If truth is binary then @ Pr(w=B)
converges to 0, so maintaining that @xBB = 0 requires
@x
that xB;n approach x^B . A similar derivation for candidate A implies that xA;n
approaches x^A . For any sequence of platform-symmetric equilibria, x = 0 and
then converges
(x) = 0, so Pr (w = B) = 12 . If truth is continuous then @ Pr(w=B)
@x
in large elections to

1
,
2

as above, so

P
@EUB
@xB

approaches

is zero if and only if xB;n approaches xB =

1
4

x
^B
1+^
xB

xB + x^B

xB x^B

1
4

, which

.

Proof of Proposition 2. Drawing on the common-value logic of McLennan (1998),
Proposition 3 of McMurray (2016a) states that, for any n, an optimal response vn by
voters to any pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of policy platforms exists and constitutes a BNE
in the voting subgame. By Proposition 1 of this paper, therefore, vn is given by
the ideological strategy n (xA ; xB ), evaluated at the platform pair. The optimal
combination of voter and candidate behavior can then be optained by maximizing
over the set X 2 of platform pairs. Since this set is compact and expected utility is
continuous in both platforms, an optimal platform pair xA;n ; xB;n 2 X 2 exists by
the extreme value theorem. Together with any voting strategy n that implements
(xA ; xB ) in the appropriate subgame, this constitutes an optimal strategy vector.
n
For the policy platform pair xA;n ; xB;n to maximize expected utility, given the voting
strategy n , however, xA;n must maximize expected utility given xB;n and n , and
xB;n must maximize expected utility given xA;n and n . In other words, xA;n and
xB;n must be equilibrium platforms in a game with candidates who are Bayesian, for
= 0, as claimed.
For any n, let (xA ; xB ) = ( 1; 1) and let citizens follow the ideological strategy
with ideology threshold = 0. In that case, if truth is binary, then, by Proposition
3 of McMurray (2016a), Pr (w = Ajz = 1) and Pr (w = Bjz = 1) both tend to one
as n grows large, so expected utility approaches 12 u ( 1; 1) + 21 u (1; 1) = 0. The
optimal strategy vector provides weakly greater utility than this, implying that xA
and xB converge to 1 and 1 in that case, as well. Since the superior of these wins
with probability approaching one, the winning policy xw;n converges almost surely to
z.
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